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Practice Code 
Only 

*Annual Professional Consulting & 

Marketing Services Agreement

Inventory Only

What it is

Healthcare Professional Practice 
has a unique code for patients 

ordering directly from the 
Corganics website.

Wholesale inventory is purchased by the Healthcare 
Professional Practice and dispensed to patients at 

the discretion of the practice.

PLUS

Healthcare Professional Practice has a unique code 
for patients ordering directly from the Corganics 

website.

HCP Practices purchase wholesale inventor and 
display and market via multiple locations within 

the practice, e.g. social media, website placement 
etc, and dispense directly to patient at the point of 

sale at the discretion of the practice.

Additionally, using the HCP Practice Code, patients 
can go to corganics.com and purchase products 

they have seen marketed by the practice. Products 
are shipped directly to patients

HCP Practices that have the option and desire to 
carry product inventory in the practice for purchase 

by patients.

HCP Practices that want patients to have the 
option of subscribing/purchasing with a unique 

practice code.

$1499
$1200 combined wholesale inventory plus 

$299 CMA

$299
Consulting & Marketing 

Agreement (CMA)

$1200
Combined wholesale 

inventory

HCP Practices generate the difference between 
wholesale inventory costs and the point of sale 

price within the practice.

$22 per Product Ordered Following HCP Practice 
Code Activation and Utilization (This amount can 

be used as credit for future inventory or received as 
a check.)

CMA Unique Practice Code and Setup, HCP Practice Dashboard Preferred Patient 
Shipping/Handling

Digital Resources   •  Education Platform  •  Practice Playbook

HCP Practices generate the 
difference between wholesale 

inventory costs and the point of 
sale price within the practice.

$22 per Product Ordered 
Following HCP Practice Code 

Activation and Utilization

Wholesale inventory is purchased 
by the Healthcare Professional 

Practice and dispensed to 
patients at the discretion of the 

practice.

HCP Practices display and market 
Corganics Clinical CBD products 

via multiple locations within 
the practice, e.g. social media, 

website placement etc.

Using the HCP Practice Code, 
patients can go to corganics.com 
and purchase products they have 

seen marketed by the practice. 
Products are shipped directly to 

patients.

HCP Practices purchase 
wholesale inventor and display 

and market via multiple locations 
within the practice, e.g. social 

media, website placement etc, 
and dispense directly to patient 

at the point of sale at the 
discretion of the practice.

HCP Practices that may not 
have the option or desire to carry 
product inventory in the practice.

HCP Practices that have the 
option and desire to carry product 

inventory in the practice for 
purchase by patients.

How it works

Who it’s right 
for

Investment

Corganics
Provides

You Get


